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MDA Shield

The SecDef�s January 2, 2002 memo
on missile defense did more than just
change the name of our organization.  The
memo endorsed the innovative acquisition
approach that we have embarked upon and
thus, puts the Missile Defense Agency
(MDA) on the cutting edge of one of the
most important Defense Department
initiatives.

The traditional approach emphasized
fixed requirements set by the warfighting
community.  This approach worked well
for the Defense Department for many
years, however it began to be seen as too

Secretary of Defense Endorses MDA�s Innovative Acquisition Approach

inflexible to keep up with technological
innovation and the unpredictable nature of
the future threat.  The MDA�s capabilities-
based approach emphasizes evolutionary
development resulting in the fielding of an
interim capability as soon as technologically
possible and then, through capability block
upgrades, insertion of new technologies as
they become available or when the threat
warrants an accelerated capability.

The new approach embraced by the
MDA is based on the belief that we cannot
know with confidence what nation or
nations will pose a threat to our vital

interests or those of our allies and friends.
Additionally, we cannot anticipate the
capabilities an adversary might employ to
threaten us.  This uncertainty requires
flexibility in the way that we acquire
systems.

In order to implement this approach,
Secretary Rumsfeld has exempted the
BMDS from the traditional requirements
generation process of CJCSI 3170.  He has
also cancelled the current Service missile
defense Operational Requirements
Documents.  The MDA will, however,
establish a process that sets initial
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capability standards and, through close
consultation with the warfighting
community, will perform capability trades
across all BMDS elements.  Oversight will
be through the Senior Executive Council,
chaired by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense, and through the Missile Defense
Support Group.

The MDA is on the cutting edge of a
new and exciting acquisition reform
initiative.  No other DOD program of this
size has ever attempted anything like this
before.  The approach that the MDA has
taken is a unique opportunity to set the
standard for future DOD acquisition.
Missile Defense is now synonymous with
capabilities-based acquisition.  We can be
proud that we are part of something that is
of utmost importance to the national
security of our nation.  

U.S.-Russia Agree on Working Groups to Discuss
Defense Issues
By Army Sgt. 1st Class Kathleen T. Rhem,  American Forces Press Service

WASHINGTON, Jan. 16, 2002 � The
United States and Russia have agreed to set
up several working groups to discuss
defense-related issues in preparation for
President Bush�s Moscow visit later this
year.

Undersecretary of Defense for Policy
Douglas Feith and General-Colonel Yuriy
Nikolayevich Baluyevskiy held a joint press
conference today outside the Pentagon
after wrapping up two days of talks.
Baluyevskiy, the Russian military�s first
deputy chief of the general staff, departed
immediately after.

Feith said the talks were aimed at
creating �a U.S.-Russian relationship that is
cooperative, that is friendly, that does not
have any of the hostile features that
characterized the U.S.-Soviet relationship
during the Cold War.�

He said the two discussed

counterproliferation, offensive nuclear
force reduction, transparency and
predictability measures, and
counterterrorism work. He said the
discussions also touched on military
technical cooperation, including missile
defense.

Baluyevskiy called the meetings notable
because they were the first high-level
defense talks since Dec. 13, when the
United States announced its unilateral pull
out from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty.

The general told reporters of his
country�s disapproval of the U.S. decision.
Through a translator, Baluyevskiy said
Russia considers the U.S. withdrawal a
mistake and wishes the United States
hadn�t done it.

He went on, however, to note that
Russian and American service members

New MDA, cont.
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dismantle certain numbers of offensive
nuclear weapons and to store the warheads
apart from the carrier. Feith described this
as �reducing operationally deployed
systems.�

The proposed working groups are a
long way from the contentious arms-
reduction talks during the Cold War, Feith
said. The U.S.-Soviet Union Cold War
definition of strategic stability was both
sides protecting themselves against the
other, he said.

That�s �no longer the way to think
about strategic stability in the world today,�
he said during his solo briefing. �What we
are looking to do with the Russians is
develop a view of security that allows us to
work together to deal with threats that face
both of us and not be thinking of each
other as the enemy.�  

don�t view the withdrawal as a tragedy.
�We are working very hard to look for a
mutual ground on which we can keep
working in the future,� he said.

Baluyevskiy said his country would like
the working groups to come to a solid
agreement on strategic nuclear weapons
that Bush could sign in his upcoming
summit with Russian President Vladimir
Putin in Moscow in May or June.

Feith said the United States hasn�t yet
made a decision on any formal agreements.
�We are looking for areas where we can
cooperate and areas where we can agree. If
we can achieve agreement, then we will be
pleased to record that agreement. We will
decide on what the appropriate form for
that will be,� he said. �We�re open to any
kind of document that is appropriate for the
subject matter that we can reach agreement
on.�

One disagreement between the two
sides is the recently announced U.S. plan
to reduce numbers of offensive nuclear
weapons. The United States plans to

U.S.-Russia Talks, cont.

An important document that needs to
be read by and be accessible to all
personnel is the 2-letter office security
procedure.  Each 2-letter is required to
have it�s own internal security
procedures.  Written office security
procedures are necessary to ensure
personnel know what the local offices
security requirements are and what they
are expected to do to ensure their work
area is secure.  Each 2-letter works on
different programs and deals with
different types of information, and
therefore, has different security
requirements.  The office security
procedure for Small Business (SB) is
different than that of Intelligence (IN)
because of the different types of
information they deal with.  Written office
security procedures can stop incidents
before they begin by clearly outlining
procedures.  To read your offices security
procedures stop and see your office
security manager!

Office Security Procedures
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Stanley Lambchop Visits (and Stays) at the JNIC
JOINT NATIONAL

INTEGRATION CENTER,
CO.� Stanley Lambchop is
not someone you�d strike up a
conversation with if you sat
next to him on a plane. His
physical appearance does not
command attention: he�s short,
thin and often wears simple,
colored clothes. He has little
formal education.

In spite of these apparent
handicaps Stanley, or as his
friends call him, Flat Stanley, is
a world traveler who teaches
language, communications,
geography, history, math,
science and technology to
literally thousands of grade
school children around the
globe each year.

Stanley has visited the
White House, Elvis Presley�s
Graceland estate, London, the

Eiffel Tower, Tokyo, and the
Taj Mahal.  He�s climbed Pikes
Peak and visited Mount Everest.
He�s appeared on television
programs like The West Wing,
Everybody Loves Raymond,
Dharma and Greg, The Rosie
O�Donnell Show, Who Wants
To Be A Millionaire, and
Jeopardy. He�s ridden in a U-2

and orbited the earth in the
space shuttle Discovery. He has
been to every continent and
traveled to a good many
countries. He has seen most of
the US and Canada.  As you
can see, Stanley has done quite
a lot.

These accomplishments
would be impressive for
anyone.  But they are especially
noteworthy for Stanley because
he�s a storybook character
created by author Jeff Brown 38
years ago.

Brown published the
original Flat Stanley story in
1964. The story is about a boy
who wakes up one morning to
discover that he has been
squashed flat by a bulletin
board that once hung above his
bed. Stanley and his family
soon realize that being flat isn�t

a bad thing at all. In fact, Flat
Stanley�s new circumstances
enabled him to have all sorts of
amazing adventures, including
being able to visit his friends by
travelling in an envelope.

In 1995 the saga of Flat
Stanley was given new life via
the Internet by Dale Hubert, a
Canadian third grade teacher at
Wilfrid Jury Elementary School
(London, ON).  According to
the Flat Stanley web page http://
flatstanley.enoreo.on.ca/
index.htm, (yes, there is one
and almost 150,000 people have
visited it since it was established
in 1996),  the premise of Flat
Stanley visiting his friends by
mail provides a reason for
people to keep in touch with
one another. This simple
thought gave birth to the Flat
Stanley Project, a group of
teachers who wanted to provide
students with another reason to
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write. Participating students
make their own version of Flat
Stanley and send him to other
places by conventional mail and
e-mail.

Cute story, but what does it
have to do with the MDA?

Plenty.
On October 7, 1999 Gloria

Winston, who is responsible for
the technical publications in the
JNIC�s Ground-based
Midcourse Defense
Interoperability program office,
received a letter and a Flat
Stanley from her 9-year old
granddaughter, Lisa, asking her
to �take him somewhere and
write me back telling me what
he did.�

�We sent Lisa�s Flat
Stanley to see several of
Colorado�s premier tourist
attractions such as Pikes Peak
and the Royal Gorge,� Winston

said,  �but he had to return to
Texas (Lisa�s home) when the
school year ended.  Flat Stanley
became so popular during his
initial 7-month visit to the Joint
National Integration Center,
however, that we decided we
needed our very own Flat
Stanley.�

The JNIC�s GMDI
program office held a contest to
create a Flat Stanley for the
JNIC.  There were three
winners: 1st place went to Sarah
Thomsen, daughter of GMDI
software engineer Richard
Thomsen; 2nd place went to
Robyn Strong, daughter of
army Maj. Stuart Strong, who
was then GMDI program
manager; and 3rd place went to
LaRisa Rowe, daughter of the
GMDI office assigned contract
security person, Trent Rowe.
The prize for all three winners
was an all-expense paid trip to

Schriever AFB for the next
Family Day.

�The Flat Stanley story,
along with the Stanleys currently
�living� at the JNIC, are located
on the �Stanley Wall� in our
work area,� said Winston.
�Each Stanley has his own
section in the display, complete
with pictures of some of the
places he�s been.�

A world map on display

has pins indicating the travels of
all of the Stanleys. Since
November 2000 when Flat
Stanleys officially took up
residence at the JNIC, the
JNIC�s three Flat Stanleys have
traveled more than 102,000
miles- or more than four times
around the world.

�The Stanleys are taken
along on business and personal
vacation trips around the
world,� Winston said.  �No
extra Government dollars are
spent on Stanley�s travel � he
is allowed to travel free with his
escort.  The escort provides the
film and camera necessary to
take pictures of Stanley at each
location.

�The objective is to take
pictures in front of a local
landmark or sign indicating the
site,� Winston said.   �This
makes it easier to track
Stanley�s journey and helps the

Gloria Winston points to Paris,
France, the favorite destination to
date of JNIC�s Flat Stanley #1.  A

letter from Gloria�s granddaughter,
Lisa, started the Flat Stanley program

at the JNIC.
DoD photo by Carol Floyd

Flat Stanley, cont.
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students with their geography
lessons associated with the Flat
Stanley Program.

�Since we began the
program at the JNIC, our Flat
Stanleys have visited 13 foreign
countries, 31 states and 1 U.S.
territory,� Winston noted.
�They have seen the Eiffel
Tower; the Reagan Test Site at
Kwajalein Atoll; the Alter of the
Sun in Machu Picchu, Peru; a
snake temple in Malaysia;
casinos in Las Vegas; the
Golden Gate Bridge in San
Francisco; and the Cadillac
Ranch in Texas.  They�ve
honeymooned in Jamaica,
dodged icebergs in Alaska and
one even made it to Paradise�
California that is.�

Many key people
associated with the Missile
Defense Agency have had their
pictures taken with Stanley; Col.

Flat Stanley, cont.

One of the JNIC�s �resident� Flat
Stanleys and four �visiting� Flat

Stanleys traveled to Kwajalein Atoll
just in time to see the successful

intercept culminating IFT-7.
Pictured from left to right are: the
Army�s Col.Mary Kaura, Col.Tim

McKaig, Col. Richard Caltabellotta,
Duane Pope, Maj.Gen.Willie Nance,

and Brig. Gen. John Holly. Unofficial
photo courtesy of Duane Pope

Management, Command,
Control and Communication
Program Element Manager;
Army Maj. Gen. Willie B.
Nance, Jr., Ballistic Missile
Defense System program
executive officer; and Army
Brig. Gen. John W. Holly,
Ground-based Midcourse
Program Director, to name a
few.  �In fact,� Winston noted,
�Col. Caltabellotta has a
standard request �Bring Stanley
along the next time you come!�

Duane Pope, a senior
systems engineer at the JNIC,
listed the JNIC as a �senior�
participating member on the Flat
Stanley Project web site.

�This led to us receiving
Stanleys from four schools on
the East coast � A. C.
Redshaw School, New
Brunswick, NJ; Thorntons
Ferry Elementary, Merrimack,
NH; Walton Elementary School,

Prince George, VA; and Jim
Pearson Elementary, Alexander
City, AL,� Pope said.  �I took
all four Flat Stanleys with me to
Kwajalein Atoll for the
Integrated Flight Test event
(IFT-7) in early December.

�However, trips are not a
guarantee, Pope explained. �If
we happen to have a trip
coming up, we ask the student�s
teacher if its OK to take the
Stanley with us. If not, we
simply take a photo with
Stanley in the local area and
send him back.�

�We have had such fun
with our Stanleys,� said
Winston. �I would say to each
school and to any group such
as ours, try it!  We have a blast
with it and it provides a
geography lesson for the kids,
no matter what their ages!�  Richard Caltabellotta, MDA�s

Midcourse Defense Segment
Ground-Based Battle
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In their first year in the
Henderson Hall intramural
basketball league, the Missile
Defense Agency�s team entitled
�Hit-to-Kill� is leading its
division.

Currently in first place of
the west division of the over 30
league, Hit to Kill has a 2-1
record at about a third of the
way through the season that
ends in March with single-
elimination championship
tournament.

The games played in the
Henderson Hall intramural
league are relatively standard
basketball games with a few
differences.  The teams play
only two periods of 16 minutes
each.  During play, the clock
runs continuously.  These
changes to standard basketball

�Hit-to-Kill� Does Just that on the Basketball Court
Amanda Johnson, The Shield

regulation allow
the guys to finish
up a game in a
little under an
hour so that the
games can be
played on their
lunch breaks.

These
changes don�t
seem to change
the spirit of the
game, however.
In true sports
tradition there are even hecklers
in the crowd during the game.
One spectator tried to give
advice to the coach of the team
MDA was playing in their
January 9 game.

�Hey coach,� he yelled until
the man finally looked his way.
�You gotta say something,

coach!  You can�t just walk the
line!�

The over 30 league plays at
11 a.m. in Henderson Hall�s
gymnasium on game days with
the open league following with
their game at noon.  MDA Hit-
to-Kill�s remaining schedule is
Jan. 22, Feb. 6, 15, and 27.
Playoffs start the first week of

March.
Team member include

captain Chris Beatty, MDA/TM,
Rob Brown, MDA/AP; Jay
Jordan, MDA/AP; Air Force Lt.
Col. Warren Anderson, MDA/
SEB; Navy Cmdr. Todd
Leavitt, MDA/EA; Army Lt.
Col. Gene Stockel, MDA/PSO;
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Frank Hughlett,
MDA/TM; Air Force Lt. Col.
Kevin Keck, MDA/APX; Navy
Cmdr. Rick Williams, MDA/
DD; Army Lt. Col. Ed McCoy,
MDA/TM; Army Maj. Steve
Rogers, MDA/DB; Army Maj.
Elton Akins, MDA/PSO; Steve
Lopes, MDA/TER; Pat Clancy,
MDA/TER; Jim Gose, MDA/
TER; Larry Wingfired, MDA/
TERF.

The two non-MDA
members of Hit-to-Kill are Navy
Cmdr. Fritz Roegge, BUPERS
and Army Master Sgt. Edwin
Atlas, SSODA.  

The Missile Defense Agency�s intramural basketball
team entitled �Hit-to-Kill� is leading its division after

winning this game on January 9.
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 15, 2002 �
Like teachers throughout America, Jim
Sisler threw out his lesson plan for Sept.
12, 2001.

Sisler, who teaches West Virginia
history at Moorefield Middle School, was
more interested in engaging his students in
the events of Sept. 11 than he was in local
history. He asked his students what they
could do to help. Eighth- grader Lasidi
Helmick, 13, suggested donating money to
rebuild the Pentagon.

The fruits of the suggestion ended up
on Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld�s
desk when he accepted $10,187.93 raised
through the efforts of Helmick and her
classmates. The money was the first
donation made under the Show Pride in
Your Military Act � the recently passed
legislation that resulted from the 13-year-
old�s suggestion.

Moorefield teachers called their
congresswoman, Shelley Moore Capito,

Eighth Grader�s Idea Nets $10K to Help Rebuild Pentagon
By Jim Garamone, American Forces Press Service

and asked where they could send the
money. Capito found the federal
government had no mechanism to accept
such earmarked donations. Working
quickly, Capito introduced the Show Pride
in Your Military bill that would allow DoD
to accept such money.

Congress attached Capito�s legislation

to the 2002 Defense Authorization Bill,
which became law when President Bush
signed it Dec. 28.

�We decided on donating to the
Pentagon because a lot of us have been to
Washington, not too many of us have been
to New York,� Helmick said. She said the
students felt the attack on the Pentagon was
�sort of in their backyard� and wanted to
help.

�There is no question that all of us here
and the men and women of the armed
services are very grateful and appreciate the
effort you put in to raise an enormous
amount of money,� Rumsfeld told the
class.

�What we do is we work with other
people to accomplish things,� he
continued. �That�s what the men and
women of the armed services do, and that
certainly is what you have done in setting a
goal and going out and accomplishing it.�

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld poses with 13-
year-old Lasidi Helmick, Rep. Shelley Moore

Capito of West Virginia, and members of Helmick�s
eighth-grade class in the Pentagon.

Photo by Air Force Staff Sgt. Scott Ash.
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WASHINGTON (Army
News Service, Jan. 16, 2002) �
The values of valor and self-
sacrifice demonstrated by
actors playing Delta Force
troopers and Army rangers in
�Black Hawk Down� are the
same values being shown by
soldiers around the world
today, Secretary of the Army
Thomas E. White said.

White made those remarks
at a special screening of the
movie for military uniformed
and civilian leaders in
downtown Washington, D.C.,
Jan. 15.

�Black Hawk Down,�
based upon a book with the
same name by Mark Bowden,
dramatizes a military operation
that went wrong in Mogadishu,
Somalia in 1993 and resulted in

�Black Hawk Down� Reflects Army Values
by Joe Burlas

the deaths of 18 U.S.
servicemen and more than 500
Somalis. It opens in theaters
Jan. 18.

�Who would have believed
a year after the script was
approved for
production
that this
country would
be at war,�
White said.
�The movie
has a tagline,
�Leave no man
behind,� which
is extremely
important
today. That
tagline could
easily be used
by the Army
because it

reflects the values of valor and
self-sacrifice that we have been
seeing in our soldiers these past
four months as we combat
terrorists and terrorism. In fact,
those values have been an

integral part of
the Army
during the
entire 226
years of its
existence.�

Producer
and director
Ridley Scott
told screening
attendees that
he and co-
producer Jerry
Bruckheimer
decided to
make the
movie to set

the record straight. He said
there was an apparent public
misperception that the military
messed up in Somalia, when in
fact it was heroic in a very
unstable part of the world. �We
thought those soldiers should
be remembered for their
courage,� he said.

Actor William Fichtner,
who played Sgt. 1st Class Jeff
Sanderson in the film, said he
has always appreciated what the
military does for the country,
but after working on the film,
that appreciation has
significantly increased.

�Before reading the script,
all I knew about what happened
in Somalia was from CNN
sound bites � that we had
gone in there to help feed the
starving people there and then
something went wrong so we
left,� Fichtner said. �In
preparing for my role, I made a
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number of real friends in the
Army down in Fort Bragg
(N.C), not just acquaintances
but friends. I am proud of what
my new friends do on a daily
basis in defending this country.�

Following the film,
Command Sgt. Maj. Alex Ray
Lackey, the Army Reserve
command sergeant major, said
he hoped employers and others
who may not understand what
mobilizing reservists are about
go see the movie. �There is no
doubt in my mind that they will
come away with a better
appreciation of the sacrifices
our soldiers make on daily
basis,� he said.

For Staff Sgt. Mark Erwin,
public affairs NCO for 3rd U.S.
Infantry Regiment at Fort Myer,
Va., the movie was the most
intense he had ever seen.

�I don�t know how it could

get more closer to real than was
shown,� Erwin said. �I never
related more emotionally with
what was happening on the
screen than I did with this
movie. It showed soldiers doing
their job
and taking
care of one
another,
despite the
odds
against
them.�

Sgt.
Maj. of the
Army Jack
Tilley said the gruesome combat
scenes depicted in the movie
were so realistic that it brought
back vivid memories of the
carnage he witnessed when his
armor platoon was overrun in
Vietnam.

First Sgt. Bruce Moore, a
ranger now and during the

Somalia operation, was one of
several Somalia veterans who
were brought to Washington to
view the special screening. He
rated the film as being 90- to
95-percent accurate with what

he
witnessed
as a staff
sergeant
during the
1993
operation.

�What
I
particularly
liked was

the way the movie portrayed
how young most soldiers are
who fight our country�s
battles,� Moore said. �Most of
the soldiers I served with then,
and those in my company
today, are 18 or 19 years old.
As shown in the movie, they are
not out trying to be heroes, but

end up doing some pretty
heroic stuff.�

Lt. Col. Walt Pjetraj, an
Army Special Forces officer
assigned to the Joint Staff
Operations section at the
Pentagon, however, believed the
movie only scratched the
surface of what the soldiers
endured in Somalia.

�You have to remember
that we just sat through a little
more than two hours of a
depiction of what happened,
when those soldiers were in a
very hairy situation for more
than 18 hours,� Pjetraj said.
�We watched it in Class A�s
(uniforms), while they were in it
hot and sweaty in (Battle Dress
Uniforms) � locked and
loaded. After the movie was
over, here we are relaxing with
adult beverages; when it was
over for them, they buried their
dead.�  

Black Hawk, cont.
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What�s Happening?

Call Amanda at 697-8143 to post
information for the BMDO community.

The External Affairs Directorate
recently completed a survey to measure the
quality of its legislative and public affairs
services to MDA customers.  A very
special thanks and
appreciation goes to those
who took the time to
participate in this effort!

While comments
received indicate the EA is
effectively supporting the
mission, the survey helped
to identify some areas
where EA can better
facilitate the needs of its
customers.  For example,
EA will improve the
movie/video library of public affairs events,
and will be looking at ways to better
advertise available resources.  Since the
survey, EA has worked to make the EA
Portal page more organized and added
much more information for agency-wide

External Affairs Working to Improve Services
By Jacqueline Morales, MDA/EA

access.
�The completion of the survey is a

major step for us, and I am well pleased,�
said Pam Bain, Director, External Affairs,

but �we will continue to
review our internal
processes to identify
ways we can better serve
our customers.  In fact,�
she added, �our
commitment extends to
conducting this survey
each year.�

The main objective is
to defend the President�s
budget. Ensuring that the
MDA staff has access to

information under our purview to meet their
objectives is critical to the success of the
MDA mission.  

� Jan. 22 and 23, Transit
Subsidy Disbursement, 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m., FOB2 First Floor,
Main Hallway (Headhouse) and
in the CM3 Room C-29A.

� Jan 23, Unclassified LAN
Briefining 1p.m. to 2 p.m. in
the FOB2 MIC.
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 17,
2002 � Americans were able to
stand united after the Sept. 11,
2001, terrorist attack on
America because of efforts of
such people as Martin Luther
King Jr., Chaplain of the Coast
Guard (Navy Capt.) Leroy
Gilbert told the audience today
at DoD�s 17th annual Martin
Luther King Jr. annual breakfast.

This year�s breakfast marks
the 73rd anniversary of the birth
of King, who was born on Jan.
15, 1929, in Atlanta. On Jan. 21,
2002, Americans across the
nation will celebrate the national
holiday honoring King�s life and
work.

King gave him a new
perspective of love, Gilbert
said. For King, he continued,
love is built on the biblical

DoD Hosts 17th Annual Martin Luther King Jr. Breakfast
By Rudi Williams, American Forces Press Service

premise that �We are our
brother�s keepers.

�Dr. King said, �Love is a
transforming power that can lift
a whole community to new
horizons of fair play, good will
and justice,� the chaplain said.

�I saw this kind of love
while providing pastoral care at
the Pentagon and the World
Trade Center after the terrorist
attacks,� he told the gathering.
�When I arrived at the Pentagon
a few hours after the attack, I
saw firemen, emergency and
rescue workers coming out of
the smoking building. Their
faces were covered with
inhalation gear, and their bodies
donned with fire resistant
uniforms.�

Consequently, he couldn�t
tell their race or ethnicity,

Gilbert said. �They were just
people working together in unity
to achieve a common goal.
When they came out of the
building and took off their
masks, even in the midst of this
catastrophic experience, my
heart rejoiced, because I saw
the words of Dr. King being

fulfilled in this crisis situation.
�Dr. King had a dream of a

colorblind society, and Sept. 11
was a day of a colorblind
society,� Gilbert said. �America
stood united like it never had
before. After 9/11, we could say
with power, �United we stand,�
because we saw it, we felt it and
experienced it.�

The breakfast also
highlighted sixth-grader
Samantha Hewt, who read her
winning essay in this year�s
Martin Luther King Jr. writing
contest at Washington�s John
Tyler Elementary School. DoD
personnel have a longstanding
mentorship program with the
school.

The gospel group,
Instruments of Praise,
performed musical selections. 

Chaplain of the Coast Guard (Navy
Capt.) Leroy Gilbert spoke at the

DoD�s 17th Martin Luther King Jr.
annual breakfast on Jan. 17, 2002.

Photo by Rudi Williams.
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 16,
2002 � Pentagon officials Jan.
15 received 1,000 origami
cranes from a Japanese couple
who spent nearly three months
hand-folding their gesture of
sympathy and prayer for the
families and victims of the
terrorist attack on the Pentagon
last year

Hideo and Yoshiko
Yamazaki sent their package of
1,000 colorful origami cranes to
their daughter, Hiroko, in early
January. They told her they
didn�t know how to get the
birds to the Pentagon. The
daughter, a Georgetown
University student here, didn�t
know either. She asked a
professor, Dana L. Johnson, for
help.

Johnson contacted David

Japanese Couple Prays for Terror Victims� Families with 1,000 Cranes
By Rudi Williams, American Forces Press Service

Chu, undersecretary of defense
for personnel and readiness,
who directed the arrangements.
The project was handed to Meg
Falk, director of DoD�s Office
of Family Policy.

�This is a very strong
testimony to the fact that people
around the world care very
much about the victims of Sept.
11,� Falk said. �The fact that
this wonderful Japanese couple
made this is a tribute to our
international bond � the bonds
we have with people all over the
world.�

Hiroko Yamazaki recounted
her parents� story to an
audience of victims� families at
the Jan. 15 meeting of the
September 11th Victim
Compensation Fund of 2001 at
the Sheraton Crystal City Hotel

in Arlington, Va.
The 1,000 cranes were

displayed on a wall outside the
ballroom. Families were
encouraged to view them as
they left the meeting.

�My parents told me that

they could not stop folding
when they thought of the
victims and their families whom
they might have seen or passed
by during a tour of the
Pentagon or on the Metro train
during one of their three visits
here,� said Yamazaki. �They
love my second hometown,
Washington, D.C., as much as I
do.�

The 1,000 origami cranes is
a Japanese custom symbolic of
praying for those who have lost
a loved one and praying for the
repose of the victims� souls.
Because the crane is a Japanese
symbol of long life, hope, good
luck and happiness, origami
cranes can also be a prayer for
happiness, healing, peace and
recovery from disease,
Yamazaki noted.  

Meg Falk, director of DoD�s Office of
Family Policy, chats with Hiroko

Yamazaki about the 1,000 Origami
Cranes her parents made for families

and victims of the Sept. 11, 2001,
terrorist attack on the Pentagon.

Yamazaki presented the cranes to
Defense Department officials Jan. 15,

2002. Photo by Rudi Williams.
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